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In a new paper published in PLOS Biology, Dudin and colleagues
evolve simple multicellularity in Sphaeroforma arctica, a unicellular
relative of animals. This work establishes a new and open-ended ave-
nue for examining the evolution of multicellularity in an important
but understudied group of organisms.

Our view of life on Earth is just a snapshot of an ancient and dynamic process. From observa-

tions spanning the scale of human lifetimes, we find ourselves trying to understand changes

that have unfolded over hundreds of millions or even billions of years, a task akin to trying to

piece together what happened in April from a half-second observation in October.

Our understanding of the patterns created by evolution has historically led our understand-

ing of its processes. For instance, Carl Linnaeus inadvertently began systematically describing

life’s evolutionary history over a hundred years before the publication of Charles Darwin’s On
the Origin of Species [1], and it was another century before we began to understand the molecu-

lar details of evolutionary change. Resolving evolutionary dynamics can be a challenge even in

extant populations, and our ability to infer the dynamics of ancient processes is intrinsically

limited.

In recent decades, microbial experimental evolution has emerged as a particularly powerful

tool for examining evolutionary dynamics. In these experiments, microbes are evolved under

laboratory conditions and typically cryopreserved at regular intervals. Such experiments

record unprecedented evolutionary detail; in principle, nearly every molecular change can be

interrogated. The modern field of microbial experimental evolution can largely trace its origins

to RAU : PleasenotethatRichLenskihasbeenchangedtoRichardLenskiinthesentenceThemodernfieldofmicrobialexperimental::::Pleasecheckandcorrectifnecessary:ichard Lenski’s long-term evolution experiment (LTEE). This experiment has been contin-

uously running for 34 years (save 2 brief interruptions due to moving labs and then Coronavi-

rus Disease 2019 [CAU : PleasenotethatCOVID � 19hasbeendefinedasCoronavirusDisease2019inthesentenceThisexperimenthasbeencontinuously::::Pleasecheckandcorrectifnecessary:OVID-19]), and its Escherichia coli have undergone approximately 75,000

generations of growth. This project has yielded multiple novel insights into evolutionary

dynamics (for instance, showing that fitness shows diminishing returns but appears

unbounded [2] or revealing the precise molecular details of how novel traits arise [3]).

Experimental evolution has also been used to investigate a particular major evolutionary

innovation: the origin of multicellularity. An ongoing long-term experiment in yeast is being

used to examine how groups of cells form and adapt as multicellular individuals [4,5], and

experimental evolution has been used to show how cooperative metabolism [6] and predation

escape [7,8] can drive the evolution of simple multicellularity. These experiments have helped
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to shape the way we think about this transition, showing that a process once thought to be rare

and highly constrained may in fact be relatively easy. However, like nearly all experimental

evolution projects, these have relied on experimentally tractable model organisms rather than

those with ecological or evolutionary connections to biosphere-altering major evolutionary

transitions. Model organisms come with many distinct advantages for these experiments, not

the least of which are standardized culture methods, simple genetic manipulation, and a pro-

found wealth of prior knowledge about these organisms that has accumulated over decades.

But they also come with inescapable limitations—laboratory evolution of yeast cannot directly

answer questions about cell-to-cell adhesion without a fungal cell wall, for example, nor could

experimental evolution of E. coli tell you something about the eukaryotic cell division cycle.

In their latest article, “Regulation of sedimentation rate shapes the evolution of multicellu-

larity in a close unicellular relative of animals” [9], Dudin and colleagues have taken experi-

mental evolution into a new and exciting terrain. Moving out of the realm of model

organisms, they examine the evolution of multicellularity in the icthyosporean Sphaeroforma
arctica. This microbe hails from the Holozoa, a group of microbes closely related to animals

(sharing a common ancestor approximately 1.1 billion years ago [10]). S. arctica spends most

of its life cycle as a unicellular organism, although it has a transient syncytial and multicellular

phase like many microbes. By applying selection for rapid sedimentation through liquid

media, a process that efficiently selects on organism size and has previously been used to drive

the evolution of multicellularity in Saccharomyces cerevisiae [4,5], they are able to evolve this

primarily unicellular relative of animals to form large, clonal, consistently multicellular groups

within a matter of weeks (Fig 1).

Via sequencing, they found that genes tied to the secretory pathway, signal transduction,

cytokinesis, cell cycle control, and multiple transcription factors contributed to these pheno-

types. Strikingly, they also found that, in addition to multicellular groups forming via incom-

plete cell wall separation (a common route to clonal multicellularity), selection for rapid

sedimentation led to fundamental shifts in the timing of nuclear versus cytoplasmic division,

concentrating nuclear material in the cells and increasing their buoyant density. This recapitu-

lated natural diversity seen in related icthyosporean species, suggesting that buoyancy regula-

tion may be an ecologically relevant trait in the Holozoa, not just a convenient means of

selecting for multicellular groups in the lab.

Fig 1. Ancestral (left) and evolved (middle and right) Sphaeroforma arctica. The ancestor on the left is shown in

the largest phase of its life cycle. After several weeks of selection for rapid sedimentation, the isolates on the right

evolved to form clonal multicellular groups. Photo provided by Omaya Dudin, Swiss Institute for Experimental Cancer
Research (ISREC).

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pbio.3001587.g001
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The most important aspect of this work is how it moves beyond classic laboratory model

organisms, allowing us to answer questions about clades that have had a particularly large

impact on the course of life on Earth. Prior work evolving simple multicellularity in model

organisms has played a key role in our understanding of how multicellularity arises in princi-

ple. But many of the questions one would like to answer about the evolution of multicellularity

are lineage dependent, relying on the details of the unicellular ancestor’s cell biology and ecol-

ogy. By working with a relative of animals, this paper opens a new chapter in experimental

evolution.

The Holozoa are complex and diverse organisms, possessing extracellular matrix, cell–cell

signaling, cell–cell adhesion molecules, and gene regulatory pathways once thought to be

unique to animals [11,12]. Experimental evolution of multicellularity in a Holozoan (even if,

like S. arctica, it is not an actual ancestor of animals) will allow novel questions to be explored.

How “potentiated” are these unicellular organisms for the evolution of multicellularity, relative

to model organisms like yeast or Chlamydomonas? How are unicellular life history traits co-

opted for the evolution of increasingly complex multicellular behaviors, like cellular differenti-

ation? What selective pressures might have driven the transition to multicellularity in the clade

that includes animals and their closest relatives? Answering these questions will require not

only patient and clever laboratory evolution experiments, but also the development of cell bio-

logical and genetic tools in these relatively understudied organisms, a step that will be neces-

sary for if these experiments are to fully utilize the potential of long-term experimental

evolution.

Studying major evolutionary transitions using only extant and fossilized organisms risks

missing important information. These events represent complex innovations with many steps,

the earliest of which are unlikely to have been preserved geologically as fossils or biologically as

early branching “living fossils.” Many are also rare, with some even known as “evolutionary

singularities” [13]—unique events that are difficult to study due to a lack of parallel transitions

to compare against. Experimental evolution gives researchers like Dudin and colleagues the

ability to create their own parallel transitions and to observe in detail the accumulation of

small steps that together appear mighty in the imperfect mirror of the fossil record. We could

not be more excited that new researchers are joining this community and bringing with them

new organisms and questions.
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